Fast Smart Modular Mounter
RS-1R

Model
Item

High-Speed Compact Modular Mounter

standard

Conveyor specification
minimum

Single clamping

maximum 1 buffer
double clamping

double clamping

double clamping

3 buffers
Component height
0201
Placement speed

*1

Optimum
31,000CPH

Placement accuracy

1

Feeder inputs

max.112

Power supply

*2

*3 .

200

3-phases

2.2
Operating air pressure

a
*4

Machine d

1
Rear-side operation uni

Conveyor extention *6 support pin / support sponge
CE compatible specification /

round-fault interrupter

Feeder Trolley

/ Electric tape feeder

Electric stic feeder

/

/

TR6SNV, TR6DNV / Dual tray server TR1RB / Nonstop oparation function / Tray Holder / IC collection belt /
Tape reel mounting base

/ Splicing jig / Electric Trolley Power Statio

RS-1R

/ Offset placement after solder

screen-printing Solder lighting
vacuum pump
*6 One side converyor extention is also possible.

The RS-1R is an eco-friendly product which complies with JUKI
ECO PRODUCTS standards for protecting the environment.

than other restrictions, such as those of the RoHS Directive.
For details of JUKI ECO PRODUCTS, refer to: http://www.JUKI.co.jp/eco_e/index.html

criteria to eliminate not only the aforementioned six substances, but also other ones which also adversely affect the environment.

*Please refer to the product specifications for details.
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Superior Productivity. Versatility
With the best throughput in an advanced, all-in-one

Quality

Other Options
OP

By measuring the resistance, capacitance, or polarity before production starts, the machine can prevent

Tray Component Supply

OP

Several options are available to present components in trays.

operator has to move around the line.

before production starts.
Prevents incorrect component/reel from being used
Prevents incorrect component placement
components

Reduce errors due to solder paste alignment

Matrix tray holder

Dual tray server

OP

OP

the pads and corrects the placement accordingly. This function reduces defects caused by misalignment of
the paste on the pads.
Placement based
on solder location

Solder

function
Placement based
on pad location

Pad

OP

Feeder Setup Stand

OP

function
Manhattan phenomenon

The feeder setup fixture is used to

Displacement

placement force precisely
It is safer and easier to use than
laying feeders on a table.

Reduction in the percentage defective

of damaging fragile
components is reduced

Solder printed pads can be used in place of fiducials for circuit boards that do not have fiducials.
This is especially helpful on long PCBs that require double clamping and do not have a fiducial in the
appropriate area.
OP

placement. The load can
be set individually for each
part number.
Mountable also on the rear side

Feeder Setup Fixture
for RF feeder

OP
Component direction

got even easier! The optional FCS calibration
jig is a simple to use system to re-calibrate
placement accuracy. The machine
components, then measures the error and

FCS image

Coplanarity sensor

Non-stop Operation
Tombstone detection
Tombstone parts can be detected by

Component width/length ratio

laser and rejected
orientation

Component width and length
can be verified to esure it is
the correct component

Component presence is
verified using the laser to
ensure it has not fallen off the

after placement to ensure the
part was released on the PCB

Non-stop operation allows the operator to replace
feeders while the machine continues to run at full
speed.

OP

The IC collection belt

OP

The IC collection belt provides
a safe method to handle
rejected parts while also
protecting them from further
damage. Belt pitch can be set
The IC collection belt

